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1 Introduction

Proponents of Ricardian equivalence downplay the economic consequences of
public debt on the real economy.1 After all, according to the government’s own
(intertemporal) budget constraint, deficit financing merely represents a change
in the timing of taxes, while the present value of taxes remains unchanged given
public expenditure. Thus, higher taxes in the future should offset the benefits of
any current reduction in taxes, leaving current consumption unaffected. In the
case of government spending, higher public consumption implies an increase in
the present value of tax liabilities which would act to lower private consumption,
changing the composition (but not the level) of aggregate demand. In either
case, so long as agents internalize the future consequences of government debt,
an increase in public borrowing should be met with an increase in private saving,
offsetting the effects on national saving.

In contrast, from a life-cycle perspective,2 increases in public debt may have
real consequences as agents perceive that the prospective tax burden partly
shifts to future generations of taxpayers. In a primarily closed economy, a
decline in public saving would be reflected in lower national saving; the resultant
upward pressure on interest rates would tend to crowd out investment and
retard the rate of capital accumulation. In a small open economy, the decline in
domestic saving would crowd out net exports and lead to a greater reliance on
foreign borrowing. In either case, the increase in current consumption (public
or private) would take place at the expense of lower living standards in the
future, either through a lower level of the capital stock or higher foreign claims
on national output.

As is well known, the disparate economic implications of public debt between
the Ricardian and life-cycle approaches stem from their underlying conceptual
differences with respect to the behavior of economic agents. When agents are
viewed as dynastic lineages, linked to all future generations through operative
bequests to their descendants, the level of national saving is invariant to the
choice between deficit or tax finance, and the economy obeys Ricardian equiva-
lence.3 In contrast, where agents represent individuals disconnected from each
other and influenced by life-cycle considerations, the real effects of government
deficits may be large.

This paper revisits the contrasting economic and policy implications of the
Ricardian and life-cycle approaches, examining how large quantitatively these
differences can be.4 Extending Blanchard’s (1985) overlapping agents model, we

1Interest in the hypothesis of Ricardian equivalence was revived by Barro (1974). See
Barro (1989) for a review. However, it should be noted that Ricardo himself did not believe in
Ricardian equivalence and indeed was very concerned that there could be deleterious crowding-
out effects associated with high levels of government debt.

2The seminal paper is by Diamond (1965). See Bernheim (1989) for a more recent review.
3Evans (1991) further shows that in the simple Blanchard (1985) model—i.e., without

any life-cycle features—the departures from Ricardian Equivalence are quite small. In other
words, though debt neutrality does not hold exactly, it is nevertheless a good approximation.

4Using a similar framework, Romer (1988) examines the effects of ”excessive” deficits,
without incorporating life-cycles features to the model. Consequently, the economic effects
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consider a framework that nests these two competing views: treating agents ei-
ther as dynastic households or as individuals with life-cycle characteristics. The
”life-cycle” version of the Blanchard model is developed by incorporating age-
earning profiles, calibrated from empirical income distributions in the United
States. We then examine the quantitative importance of the distinction between
dynastic and life-cycle saving behavior in terms of their comparative implica-
tions for the effects of government debt in closed and small open economies.
The analysis also identifies the key economic parameters affecting the long-run
comparative statics of the models.

It should be noted that the life-cycle version of this model differs some-
what from more traditional models in one important aspect. In the presence
of life-cycle income profiles and lifetime uncertainty, agents are motivated to
hold ”precautionary wealth” in this context. Unlike standard life-cycle analyses
which posit negative saving among retirees, the present model suggests that
agents accumulate wealth (albeit to a lesser degree) until their eventual death.
The current analysis thus avoids the common criticism levied against the life-
cycle paradigm that dissaving among the elderly is not strongly supported by
the empirical evidence. In this context, individual wealth accumulation over
time will be a feature of both the dynastic and life-cycle versions of the model.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the basic analytical
framework incorporating both dynastic and life-cycle saving behavior—extensions
to productivity and population growth, and liquidity constraints are developed
in the appendix; sections 3 and 4 then consider the respective cases of the closed
and small open economy; section 5 provides a calibration of age-earnings pro-
files in the life-cycle version of the model; section 6 discusses the steady-state
implications of changes in government debt. Section 7 quantifies the impact
of both the reduction and augmentation of the government debt-to-GDP ratio
on various economic variables, including consumption, output, capital, and real
interest rates. Finally, section 8 offers some concluding remarks.

2 The Basic Model

This section presents the basic model which incorporates the behavior of either
dynastic households or individuals with ”life-cycle characteristics.” Following
Blanchard (1985), we consider an economy with overlapping agents who have
finite planning horizons (i.e., positive probability of death). In the case of
dynasties, the probability of death represents the likelihood that the family line
will end, while with overlapping generations of individuals, the probability of
death is related to life expectancy.

Specifically, consider an economy populated by finitely lived agents, each
facing a constant probability p of dying at each moment in time and a planning
horizon — or the expected time until death given by 1/p.5 Also at each point

(e.g., on interest rates) of fiscal deficits are second-order; nevertheless, he argues that the
normative consequences may still be first-order on (intergenerational) welfare.

5See Blanchard (1995). This well-known assumption of a constant death or hazard rate
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in time, a new generation (or dynasty) is born of relative size normalized to p.
Consequently, the number of survivors from a cohort born at time s remaining
at time t is equal to pe−p(t−s), leaving the number of total agents — aggregating
over all existing cohorts (indexed by s) — constant and normalized to unity.6

2.1 Consumption

Agents are assumed to maximize expected utility over their ”lifetimes” subject
to a budget constraint. Specifically, the evolution of wealth w(s, t) for an individ-
ual or household is determined by their saving, defined as the difference between
income and consumption; ẇ(s, t) = [r(t) + p]w(s, t) + y(s, t) − τ(s, t) − c(s, t);
where r is the interest rate, y − τ is disposable income, and c is consumption,
all expressed in real terms (units of consumption).7

In the small open economy case, the real interest rate is also assumed to be
exogenous and fixed at the world real rate of interest. Explicitly solving the
consumer’s problem under the assumption of no capital market imperfections
individual consumption behavior (under log utility) is given by: c(s, t) = (θ +
p)[w(s, t)+h(s, t)] where h(s, t) is a measure of an agent’s human wealth—equal
to the present value of future labor income.8

Aggregating over all agents, total consumption as a function of (financial
and human) wealth is given by (dropping the time index):9

C = (θ + p)[W +H] (2.1.1)

where uppercase letters denote economy-wide aggregates. Total financial
wealth W consists of domestic equity and bond holdings and, in the open-
economy case, holdings of net foreign assets (W = K+B+F ). As for aggregate
human wealth H its definition depends on the treatment of agents as dynasties
or individuals with life-cycle characteristics.

2.2 Dynastic Assumption

In the case of dynasties, the agent or household’s planning horizon may far ex-
ceed the lifetime of any individual member if they care as much about the wel-
fare and circumstances of their descendants as they do about their own. Corre-
spondingly, human wealth is expressed in terms of the disposable income stream

allows for analytical tractability and implies that all agents have been the same expected
length of life remaining. This inherent feature of the model is often equated with the absence
of a life-cycle dimension; however as well as we shall see, it is only one part of what constitutes
”life-cycle behavior” and perhaps not the most relevant aspect, depending on the issue at hand.

6The case of population (and productivity) growth is addressed in the appendix.
7The term pw(s, t) in the dynamic budget constraint reflects the efficient operation of life

insurance of annuities market. See Yaari (1965) or Blanchard (1985). The budget constraint
would also incorporate the depreciation of capital assets, omitted here for simplicity.

8For a given (world) real interest rate, individual human wealth can be written as:
h(s, t) =

∫∞
t [y(s, v)− τ(s, v)]e−(r+p)(v−t)dv

9In terms of notation, time arguments have been dropped in the text except where potential
ambiguities may arise. The time index is reintroduced in the tables.
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available to the dynastic household. As dynasties themselves do not possess any
life-cycle dimension, different households regardless of age can be treated iden-
tically with respect to labor earnings. Consequently, income and taxes (and
thus human wealth) are not generation-specific (i.e. y(s, t) = Y (t), r(s, t) =
T (t), H(s, t) = H(t)). Hence, the dynamics for aggregate human wealth under
a dynastic interpretation can be written as:

Ḣ = [r + p]H − [Y − T ] (2.2.1)

Under this dynastic assumption, note that an agent’s labor income—which
is independent of age—can grow monotonically over time with productivity. In
this case the future income stream of the dynasty might be interpreted as the
income stream of a family business where p would represent the probability that
the dynasty would end in any period (and 1/p represents the effective planning
horizon of the dynasty). Indeed, in the special case where p equals zero it is
well known that the model becomes one with infinitely lived agents where exact
Ricardian equivalence holds.10 It is important to note, however, that this result
assumes that there is no increase in the number of infinitely-lived dynasties in
the future; otherwise, the timing of taxes would matter.11 This representative
agent assumption represents a crucial difference between the case of dynastic
and life-cycle behavior as will be come apparent below.

2.3 Life-Cycle Income

In the case where agents represent overlapping generations (rather than dynas-
ties), the planning horizon reflects an individual’s expected life span, during
which time life-cycle considerations are relevant. To incorporate life-cycle fea-
tures, the basic framework can be modified to the case where the time profile of
labor income has a life-cycle dimension:12 rising with age and experience when
young, before eventually declining with retirement when old.

To introduce a concave earnings profile over an individual’s lifetime, we
assume that the income y(s, t) accruing to an individual from generation s at
time t can be expressed in terms of age-dependent weights on aggregate labor
income Y (t), to allow for aggregation, equal to the sum of two exponential
functions:13

10See Blanchard and Fischer (1989).
11Weil (1989) shows clearly that what matters for Ricardian equivalence to break down is

not that p=0 but that agents alive today are disconnected from some agents in the future.
This would be the case for example if new dynasties were being created in the future as a
result of immigration, or if some members of existing dynasties severed their relationships
and formed new strands. Butter (1998) confirms this result, showing that the death rate is
neither necessary nor sufficient for Ricardian Equivalence to fail; instead, it is the birth rate
that matters.

12Blanchard (1985) examines the case of individually declining income profiles. The more
realistic case of non-monotonic (concave) earnings profiles is mentioned only in passing (foot-
note 6).

13As discussed in section III, the parameters in (3) are chosen such that the weighting
function is assumed to be non-negative and initially increasing; by an adding up constraint,
we also require that a1p

a1+p
+ a2p

a2+p
= 1
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y(s, t) = [a1e
−α1(t−s) + a2e

−α2(t−s)]Y (t); a1 > 0, a2 < 0, α1, α2 > 0 (2.3.1)

The first exponential can be interpreted as the gradually declining endow-
ment of labor (i.e., gradual retirement) which is inelastically supplied. The
second exponential can be interpreted as the relative productivity and wage
gains from experience with increasing age,

In the case of age-earnings profiles, the dynamics governing aggregate human
wealth are modified accordingly:

H = βH1 + (1− β)H2 (2.3.2)

Ḣ1 = [r + p+ α1]H1 − [Y − T ] (2.3.3)

Ḣ2 = [r + p+ α2]H2 − [Y − T ] (2.3.4)

Human wealth, which measures the present value of future disposable labor
income, is now expressed as the sum of two components, reflecting the concave
(or hump-shaped) dimension, of each individual’s income over the life cycle.14

In terms of their economic implications, life-cycle income profiles tend to
augment the real effects of government debt on the real economy, as will be
shown explicitly later. The basic intuition can be seen by comparing equation
(2.2.1) with equations (2.3.1)-(2.3.4). In the life-cycle case, age-earnings profiles
further increase the wedge between public and private discount rates, seen by
the terms above, beyond the effects of a positive birth rate (p > 0).15 In other
words, the policy choice between tax financing versus deficit financing (i.e., the
timing of taxes) will have larger consequences for national consumption and
saving if agents perceive that the prospective tax burden falls partly on future
generations who have higher taxable income.

This basic framework with dynastic or life-cycle agents can be further gener-
alized to incorporate population growth (n), long-run productivity growth (µ)
and a broader range of intertermporal substitution elasticities in consumption
(σ−1). These extensions are taken up in the appendix. In the text, we turn our
attention to the small open economy and closed economy variants of the model.

3 Small Open Economy Case

The small open economy is assumed to be a price taker in the world market
for goods and capital; hence, consumption is expressed in terms of a single

14Integrating up equation (5) yields the definition of the human wealth component H1:
H1(t) =

∫∞
t [Y (v)−T (v)]e−(r+p+a1)(v−t)]dv , where the following boundary is assumed to

be satisfied: limt→∞ H1(t)e−(r+p+α1) = 0; H2 is derived equivalently.
15Because there is no population growth at this point in the analysis the birth rate, b, is

assumed to be equal to the probability of death p.
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internationally-traded good (numeraire) whose price is taken as given. The
open economy version of the model is closed by specifying simple models for
the external and government sectors as well as by including a standard dynamic
model for investment behavior.

3.1 Investment

In deriving investment behavior, it is assumed that domestic firms can freely
borrow at the (exogenous) world real interest rate in making their investment
decisions [see appendix]. With (convex) installation costs of capital, the invest-
ment decision can be derived as:

I = [q − 1 + δ]K (3.1.1)

Where I is gross investment excluding installation costs, K is the domestic
capital stock, δ is the rate of depreciation of capital, and q is the value of an
additional unit of capital (related to Tobin’s q). Total investment expenditure

Ĩ is given by the sum of gross investment plus adjustment costs I + A. Note
that in equation 3.1.1, domestic investment is independent of domestic saving
and consumption behavior In other words, with the ability to borrow and lend
freely at a given world real rate of interest, a small open economy will choose
an investment rule that is separable from its consumption behavior (Fisherian
separability).

As for capital accumulation, net investment—defined as gross investment
net of depreciation—determines the incremental change in the domestic capital
stock:

K̇ = I − δK (3.1.2)

where again δ is the (constant) rate of depreciation or obsolescence for cap-
ital.

3.2 Government

As for the public sector, it is assumed that government expenditures G are
financed either through (lump-sum) taxation T or the issuance of government
debt. Debt accumulation and the government’s dynamic budget constraint is
given by:

Ḃ = rB +G− T (3.2.1)

where B is the stock of public debt. In equation (3.2.1), the primary deficit
plus interest payments on the existing stock determines the government’s bond-
financing requirements and the corresponding rate of debt issue.
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3.3 External Sector

Using national accounting identities, the current account can be expressed in
terms of income, saving and absorption. First, domestic production or GDP
is given f(K), which is a concave, twice-differentiable aggregate production
function (labor L normalized to 1),16 and national income or GNP is defined
by GDP plus net interest income (factor payments) from abroad: GNP =
f(K)+ rF . In turn, national saving S equals national income less consumption
(public and private): S = GNP − C −G.

In terms of external balance, the difference between domestic production and
domestic absorption equals the trade balance (i.e., net exports): f(K)−C−G−
Ĩ = NX, and the difference between income and absorption or between saving
and investment is given by the current account: CA = NX + rF = S − Ĩ.17 In
terms of dynamics, since the gap between income and expenditure must be met
by international lending or borrowing, the current account also reflects changes
in the stock of net foreign assets:

Ḟ = CA (3.3.1)

Table 5 summarizes the basic equations and laws of motion in the dynastic
model in the case of the small open economy. The version of the model that is
based on life-cycle income can be obtained by replacing the definition of human
wealth in the table with equations 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 above.

4 Closed Economy Case

The discussion thus far has considered the case of fixed world real interest rate
facing a price-taking small open economy. However, in the face of (say) global
shocks (e.g., changes in public debt across countries), one might expect the
world real interest rate to be affected and change overtime. This example can
also be examined in the same basic framework by noting that the world as a
whole is a closed economy and introducing an endogenous real interest rate to
be determined by tastes and technology.

In a closed economy, domestic saving must equal investment in the absence
of international capital flows —e.g,, the world current account is zero. Hence,
the rate of capital accumulation will depend on preferences or the willingness
of households to forgo current consumption (save) as well as on the return to
investment as determined by technology. To ensure that the level of saving
equals investment, the domestic real interest rate rt) must adjust to equate the

16Assuming that F (K,L) is homogenous-of-degree-one in its arguments, we can write the
production function as LF (K/L, 1) = f(K)[= F (K, 1)] at L = 1, Also, the following con-
ditions are assumed to apply to guarantee the existence of an interior steady-state solution:
0 ≤ limk→∞ f ′(k) ≤ r + δ ≤ limk→0 f

′(k) ≤ ∞. Strict concavity of f(K)—an increasing
function—guarantees uniqueness.

17In this model we abstract from sticky prices and terms-of-trade effects. For a discussion
about how these could be included into the model see Macklem (1993).
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supply and demand for these funds. Under profit maximization by firms, the
real interest rate must also equal the net marginal product of capital:

r(t) = f ′(K(t))− δ (4.0.1)

As before, net investment—defined as gross investment net of depreciation—
determines the incremental change in the capital stock, but now domestic in-
vestment is also equal to domestic (net) saving:

K̇ = f(K)− C −G−A− δK (4.0.2)

With installation costs, the capital accumulation equation also includes a
term reflecting these costs of adjustment, so that the incremental increase in
the capital stock (net of depreciation) is equal to saving less installation costs
A.18

The equations characterizing the closed economy under the dynastic inter-
pretation are summarized in Table 6. Note that in the case of a closed economy,
net foreign assets and the current account are identically zero: F, Ḟ= 0. Note
also that the real interest rate now carries a time argument in Table 6.19 The
extension to the case of life-cycle income in the closed economy case follows
exactly as in the small open economy example.

In the simulations that follow, we examine the comparative effects of govern-
ment debt that emerge in both closed and small open economies under dynastic
and life-cycle saving behavior. The simulations are based on an extended version
of the basic model with liquidity constraints and also allows for both population
and productivity growth [see the appendix for the derivation of the optimality
conditions].

In the case of liquidity constraints, it is assumed that younger generations
are initially denied access to borrowing20 and that their consumption is con-
strained to equal current income [see appendix]. The parameter λ measures the
proportion of agents faced with constrained consumption. Overall, aggregate
consumption, reflecting the behavior of both permanent- and current-income
consumers will display excess sensitivity to current income.21

18In the numerical simulations that follow, we assume that a (fixed) equity premium exists
in calibrating the baseline levels; this is necessary to obtain both a sensible equilibrium capital-
output ratio and real interest rate. Otherwise, the real interest rate would be unrealistically
high—see for example Romer (1988).

19With a time-varying rate of interest, the present value of (dynastic)labor income which

comprises of human wealth is given by: H(t) =
∫∞
t [Y (v) − T (v)]e−

∫∞
t (r(z)+p)dz ]dv Differ-

entiating this expression with respect to time yields the dynamic equation for human wealth
shown in Table 6.

20Hayashi (1985), Zeldes (1989) and Jappelli (1990) each find empirical evidence suggesting
liquidity constraints are more likely for younger families with lower wealth and income.

21In the dynastic case—where labor income is identical across agents— λ also reflects the
degree of excess sensitivity in the aggregate consumption to disposable income; in the life-cycle
case, the coefficient of excess sensitivity reflects the amount of labor income (and hence con-
sumption) associated with the proportion λ of the population who face borrowing constraints
[see appendix]. Departures from the predictions of the strict permanent income hypothesis
have been characterized in terms of excess sensitivity of consumption to anticipated changes or
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From the perspective of fiscal policy, the presence of liquidity constraints
allows changes in taxes to affect private consumption directly through affecting
the level of disposable income available to constrained households. For example,
a reduction in taxes given fiscal spending, would free-up current resources for
individuals to spend while the government borrows against future resources to
meet its current expenditures. The government in effect borrows on behalf
of individuals who otherwise would not have access to their future (taxable)
income. Consequently, the choice of financing and changes in public debt can
have real economic consequences.

5 Income Profiles: Theory and Calibration

In order to simulate the effects of life-cycle savings in the model, we must first
calibrate the shape of age-earnings profiles. This section presents an empirical
methodology and investigation of this issue, beginning with specification issues
before turning to data and estimation.

5.1 Specification Issues

To characterize the time profile of earnings, individual incomes can be repre-
sented as a time-varying, generation-specific weight w(s, t) on income per capita
for the economy as whole. Specifically, labor income y(s, t) for a member of gen-
eration s at time (t ≥ s) as a proportion of average income per capita can be
written as:

y(s, t) = [a1e
−α1(t−s) + a2e

−α2(t−s)]
Y (t)

N(t)
(5.1.1)

where Y is aggregate labor income and N is the size of the population.
From a theoretical perspective, several characteristics of the earnings profiles
and parameters restrictions with respect to equation (13) are worth noting:

• Non-monotonicity. To guarantee that income profiles do not rise or fall
monotonically, we require that a1 and a2 are of opposite sign. Without loss
of generality, we further specify a1 > 0 and a2 < 0. To ensure concavity,
two additional restrictions are needed: Initially increasing. For incomes
to rise initially, the time derivative of w(s, t) at s = t must be strictly
positive, requiring: α1a1 < −α2a2.

• Eventually declining. To also assure that labor earnings eventually fall off
with retirement, a sufficient condition has α1α2 > 0 which in combination

excess smoothness to unanticipated innovations in income. See Campbell and Deaton (1989).
These issues can be viewed as aspects of the same phenomenon, generated by liquidity con-
straints; see Flavin (1993).
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with the previous assumptions is sufficient to generate a hump-shaped
time profile for labor income.22

• Non-negativity. For individual incomes to always remain positive given
aggregate income(i.e. for w(s, t) ≥ 0,∀t), a necessary condition has a1 ≥
−a2 , which is also sufficient provided that we also have α2 > α1.

23

• Adding-up. Integrating over all generations, individual labor incomes must
add up to aggregate labor income, requiring that:
a1b
a1+b +

a2b
a2+b = 1 where b is the birth rate. 24

The simple two-exponential specification can also be generalized to allow for
a broader range of time profiles for labor income. Specifically, we can expand
(5.1.1) as follows:

y(s, t) =

[
k∑

i=1

aie
−αi(t−s)

]
Y (t)

N(t)
(5.1.2)

for some integer k.25 This more general specification is used later in the
estimation along with the corresponding parameter restrictions on the ai and
αi terms to ensure adding-up and concavity.

5.2 Data and Estimation

Using data on labor income and employment by age for the United States for
1980 to 1995, a data set was constructed containing the cross-sectional distri-
bution of the real labor income across age groups for each intervening year.
The ages used were 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 75 years, essentially representing
the mid-point (or median) ages for each of six cohort ranges.26 Hence, for each
point in time (16 years from 1980-95), we have a cross-sectional distribution
characterizing labor income across 6 age groups for a total of 96 observations.

To characterize the time profile of labor earnings, we assume that a typi-
cal individual’s earnings over his or her lifetime follows the same time pattern
suggested by the average income profile seen in the cross-sectional distribution.
To account for productivity growth (i.e., cohort effects), we focus on relative
income rather than income in absolute terms. In particular, we express individ-
ual labor income for a particular generation or cohort as a proportion of income
per capita for the aggregate economy: ry(s, t) = y(s, t)N(t)/Y (t). Working

22A common explanation for the presence of borrowing constraints involves agency prob-
lems—e.g., moral hazard and adverse selection—in credit markets stemming from collateral
issues or asymmetric information. See Buiter (1994) or Stiglitz and Weiss (1981).

23Together, the conditions for non-negative and initially-increasing income profiles imply:
α2a1 > −α2a2 > α1a1 > −α1a2
24This is the more general adding-up condition that allows for population growth (see

appendix). The text describes the special restriction with zero population growth (b = p).
25Increasing the number of exponential terms increases the number of inflection points
26The cohort ranges are: 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65+. Earnings, employment,

and population data are from the US. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Census Bureau.
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with relative income distributions has the advantage that the shapes of these
profiles are likely to be more stable (and thus comparable) over time, given
time-variation in labor productivity.27 More to the point, relative income pro-
files are more likely to directly reflect the structural or institutional aspects of
labor markets (e.g., seniority wages, age of retirement, etc.) that affect relative
earnings, summarized by the parameters entering the age-dependent weighting
function.

To estimate the shape of the earnings profile, we apply non-linear least
squares estimation to equation (5.1.2) using our data on relative income dis-
tributions. Note that the specification with two or more exponential terms has
a multiplicity of possible parameterizations (i.e., local maxima). However, the
key parameters of economic interest here are the exponents ai. Consequently,
we turn to conditional estimates of these parameters, based on a given birth
rate b and/or set of coefficients ai, which narrows the parameter search con-
siderably and provides more robust estimates to alternative starting values.28

Conditional NLLS estimates of equation (14) are shown in Table 7 for one case
with k = 2 and two cases with k = 3.

The estimates in Table 7 do reasonably well in fitting the cross-sectional
income distributions for the United States, and are generally sensible. The plots
of the fitted income profiles are shown in Figure 1. The specifications with an
added exponential term (k = 3) have somewhat better fits, although the income
specification with the highest R2 i.e., in column (2) yields an implausibly high
birth rate (6 percent) and eventually turns negative [see Figure 2], For these
reasons, the preferred estimates are given in column (3) of the table.

6 Steady-State Profiles and Simulations

Based on the consumption behavior in both the closed- and open-economy ver-
sions of the model, one can derive the implied steady-state paths for consump-
tion, saving and wealth. By first solving for the real interest rate that obtains
in general equilibrium (in the closed economy case),29 we present these steady-
state profiles in figures 3 and 4 under dynastic and life-cycle behavior. In the
dynastic case, labor income at the aggregate and household level is simply a

27The presumption here is that productivity growth does not affect the relative income
distribution very much, i.e,, is not biased toward any particular age group of workers. See
appendix for more on productivity growth.

28Imposed parameters reported in the table are obtained through grid search. Over the
sample period, the average ”birth rate”—defined as the relative sized of the newest cohort—of
the U.S. Adult population was around 2.5 percent.

29Dynamic and steady-state versions of the model are simulated numerically in TROLL to
solve for the equilibrium real interest rate and the capital stock in the closed economy and
net foreign asset position for the small open economy, assuming no public debt as an initial
condition. This numerical work has been made considerably easier by the development of
state-of-the-art newton-based methods that are considerably more robust and efficient than
first-order iterative techniques. See Juillard et al. (1988) for a discussion of the algorithm and
a comparison with other techniques.
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constant (normalized to unity).30 Hence, human wealth or the present value of
labor income is also a constant, shown in figure 3b. An agent’s consumption,
meanwhile, can be shown to be rising over time, as dynastic households main-
tain a constant rate of saving (as a share of total income)31 allowing financial
wealth and asset income of the household to rise over time.32

With life-cycle saving behavior, the rate of saving may vary significantly
over time and across individuals, depending on where agents are within their
respective life cycles. Younger agents expecting a rising earnings profile choose
to borrow (if able) and consume against their permanent income, which exceeds
current income initially as shown in figure 4a.33 At middle-age, agents enjoying
a relatively higher level of earnings choose to accumulate assets and save for their
eventual retirement,34 But unlike traditional life-cycle models where individuals
reaching retirement would tend to run down their assets (dissave), in the present
setting agents continue to save, albeit to a lesser degree, well into their old age
(see charts 4a and 4b).

The intuition for this result is as follows. The presence of age-earnings pro-
files and life-time uncertainty induces individuals to continue to accumulate
wealth as they get older. Not knowing exactly when they might die, agents
must ”replace” the decline in labor income that accompanies retirement by
building up asset income (including annuities) to maintain their consumption
levels.35 Because planning horizons are constant and independent of age, indi-
viduals who live a very long time would eventually reach and maintain a given
(target) level of financial wealth. Hence, this model possesses a ”precaution-
ary wealth” motive, to guard against the possibility of remaining alive without

30We assume no population or productivity growth here. The parameters used to derive
the steady-state profiles shown include: θ = 0.05, σ = 1.0, b = p = 0.021. In the life-cycle
income case, the α’s are taken from Table 7, column (3). An assumption that the probability
of death is the same across the dynastic and life-cycle cases is used so that we can isolate
the implications of life-cycle income. Allowing p to differ significantly across the two models
would further strengthen the economic differences between the two models.

31Because in the dynastic case agents do not choose to borrow—Le., no intergenerational
lending, borrowing constraints placed on some agents (considered later) is not really relevant
here. Hence, current-income consumers must represent naive or rule-of-thumb consumers a la
Campbell and Mankiw, rather than liquidity-constrained agents.

32Note that individual wealth, which is rising, also includes life insurance or annuity income.
This transfer, from agents dying each period to surviving agents, does not add to aggregate
financial wealth, which is constant even though individual wealth profiles are rising.

33The demand for loans—i.e., intergenerational lending—with life-cycle income allows the
possibility for binding borrowing constraints, if they appear early in the life cycle. Jappelli
and Pagano (1994) introduce a similar implication in a 3-period OLG model, where liquidity
constraints appear in the first period, but income is earned only in the middle period.

34The ”saving for retirement” motive (absent in the dynastic case) tends to lead to greater
wealth accumulation; in the closed economy case, this leads to a lower steady-state real interest

rate r (or other things equal). For example, whereas
−
r > θ in the dynastic case, the interest

rate can be below the rate of time preference in the life-cycle case, opening up the possibility
of dynamic inefficiency. See Blanchard (1985).

35Because life insurance or annuity dividends are paid only in fixed proportions to the level
of financial wealth (i.e., zero profit condition), agents must build up their financial estates—
which are turned over to the insurance company at the time of death—in order to receive
higher annuity income while alive.
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labor income.36 Consequently, wealth holdings tend to be higher among older
agents, as in the dynastic case—although in that instance, wealth accumulation
is spurred through an operative bequest motive.

6.1 Steady-State Effects of Government Debt

Simulations of the model in both the dynastic and life-cycle cases are conducted
to examine the comparative steady-state implications of a 10 percentage point
increase (from zero) in the public debt ratio as a share of GDP. The simulations
are conducted over a range of parameter values for the intertemporal elasticity
of substitution in consumption σ−1 and the extent of liquidity constraints λ.

6.2 Closed Economy Results

In a closed economy, we examine the effects of a change in the government
debt on the steady-state real interest rate and capital-output ratio, measured
as deviations from their baseline levels.37 The interest rate change is measured
in basis points and the change in the capital stock is measured in percent of
GDP.38 If Ricardian equivalence holds exactly or approximately, these effects
should be zero or near zero.

With dynastic households, the long-run effects of government debt are in-
deed small. Regardless of the values of σ and λ, the effects of a 10 percentage
point change in the debt ratio are less than 10 basis points on the real interest
rate (figure 4a) and less than one percent of GDP on the capital-output ratio
(figure 4c). Adding productivity growth or population growth (not shown) does
not overturn this finding of approximate Ricardian equivalence. In fact, adding
productivity growth further reduces the effects of government debt.39 In effect,
with dynastic saving behavior, agents essentially internalize the future tax im-

36The role of ”buffer-stock” or precautionary saving is another well-known channel through
which individuals seek to maintain a target level of wealth. However, this type of saving
behavior is spurred by income (rather than lifetime) uncertainty and should be more prevalent
in the earlier stages of the life-cycle. When labor income is earned. See Carroll and Samwick
(1997) for a recent and the references cited therein.

37The closed economy model is calibrated so that the baseline real interest rate is always
the same across different parameterizations, by fixing the rate of time preference—given other
taste parameters—at the level required to obtain an initial long-run real interest rate of 4
percent.

38The relation between long-run changes in interest rates and the capital stock is as follows:
with Cobb-Douglas production and capital share around a third, a 10 basis-point change in the
real interest rate translates to around 1.5 percentage point change in capital-output ratio. In
turn the relationship between the steady-state change in private consumption and the capital

stock (given public consumption) is given by d
−
C = rd

−
K

38These results for the dynastic case essentially replicate the findings in Evans (1991), who
shows that changes in p do not alter the finding of approximate Ricardian equivalence in this
class of models.

39With long-run productivity growth, dynastic agents have income profiles that increase
monotonically over time, representing an increasing tax base and, thus, greater sensitivity to
the future tax implications of public debt.
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plications of public debt and tend to offset the effects of deficit finance on the
real economy.

However, in the life-cycle case, the effects of government debt can be sub-
stantially larger. Figures 4b,d show that life-cycle income considerations tend
to augment the real effects of deficit financing. The differential effects are even
larger in the case of long-run productivity and population growth (figures 4a,b).
Intuitively, with eventually declining earnings and retirement, existing agents
further discount the impact of future tax liabilities from an increase in public
debt since the prospective tax base increasingly shifts to future generations with
higher taxable income. This greater wedge between private and public discount
rates underlies the larger non-neutral effects of government debt. Without an
altruistic link between generations, an increase in the fiscal deficit will not be
fully offset by an increase in saving of present agents, as a share of the debt
burden falls on future generations, whose marginal propensity to save presently
is zero.

Also evident from figures 4-5 is that life-cycle income is a necessary but not
sufficient condition to generate large debt non-neutralities. A small intertem-
poral elasticity of substitution in consumption (large σ) is also needed. The in-
tuition for this result is as follows. A smaller substitution elasticity implies that
consumption is less sensitive to changes in the interest rate.40 Consequently, in
the life-cycle case where changes in government debt matter, a larger interest
rate adjustment is required to accommodate changes in consumption patterns.
41

Overall, the role of liquidity constraints on affecting the degree of departure
from Ricardian equivalence is comparatively much smaller. The reason can
be found in the aggregate consumption function. Liquidity-constraint effects
operate through the consumption of current-income consumers—who comprise
a much smaller share of total consumption. Moreover, the channel through
which liquidity constraints matter involves the (somewhat smaller) effects of
changes in the stock of government debt on the flow of disposable labor income;
life-cycle considerations, on the other hand, operate through their implications
for the stock of human wealth—i.e., the expected accumulation of disposable
income, thus allowing the effects of government debt on consumption and the
real economy to be substantially greater.

6.3 Small Open Economy Results

In the case of a small open economy, things are qualitatively different in several
important dimensions. First, the real effects (if any) of government debt will

40Interest rates affect saving and consumption through 3 channels: discount rate effects,
income effects, and substitution effects. With a low substitution elasticity, the substitution
effect is attenuated, allowing the (positive) income effect to more greatly offset the (negative)
discount rate—i.e., human wealth revaluation—effect resulting from higher interest rates.

41Because the substitution elasticity effects consumption (of permanent-income consumers)
directly through the marginal propensity to consume and indirectly through influencing the
amount of interest rate adjustments, changes in σ can have non-linear implications for the
effects of government debt as shown in figure 4.
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be reflected in terms of the impact on the economy’s net foreign asset position
and not the capital stock. Because the economy can borrow and lend freely
at the (fixed) world real interest rate—i.e., assuming perfect capital mobility,
the capital stock is determined completely by technology or the supply side; 42

meanwhile, domestic consumption and saving (private and public) have no role
in determining the level of investment. Hence, changes in government debt will
not affect the capital stock or interest rate.

Second, because the (world) interest rate is invariant to changes in public
debt, the substitution elasticity σ−1 (i.e., interest sensitivity) in consumption
no longer appreciably affects the degree of debt non-neutrality in the life-cycle
model. 43 Instead, the degree of “crowding out” of the net external assets from
an increase in government indebtedness is more sensitive to parameters like the
rate of time preference θ.

Finally, the effects of public debt significant under both dynastic and life-
cycle saving in the case of a small open economy. Figures 6a and 6b show
the steady-state effects on net foreign assets (as a share of GDP) of a 10 per-
centage point increase in the government debt ratio in a small open economy,
across different parameter values for λ and θ.44 Changes in the net foreign
assets—and, thus, external debt servicing—imply, in turn, changes in long-run
consumption.45 Once again, the effects of public debt are larger in the case
with life-cycle income than with dynastic households, but the effects are now
non-trivial under both types of saving behavior.

The reason why the real effects of public debt (on net foreign assets) in a
small open economy are much larger with dynastic saving than (on the capital
stock) in a closed economy with dynastic saving stems from our assumption of
capital mobility. In a closed economy with no capital mobility, higher govern-
ment borrowing competes with private borrowing, placing upward pressure on
domestic interest rates. The prospect of higher interest rates now and in the
future in turn helps boost private saving to largely offset the decline in pub-
lic saving. In a small open economy, the fall in government saving is largely
absorbed by foreigners willing to lend freely at a fixed world real interest rate.
Consequently, the presence of elastic foreign saving magnifies the effects of deficit
finance on national saving.

42This result could easily be overturned with imperfect capital mobility—e.g., imperfect
asset substitutability, if (say) the domestic interest rate was determined by the world rate
plus a risk premium, sensitive to the degree of fiscal indebtedness.

43Simulations (not shown) confirm that the impact of different substitution elasticities is
negligible in a small open economy in both the dynastic and life-cycle cases.

44As a stability condition in the dynastic case, we require that θ > r̄ − p, placing a lower
bound on the rate of time preference. See Blanchard (1985).

45The relationship between the long-run change in private consumption and net foreign
assets is: dC̄ = rdF̄ ; the (fixed) world interest rate r is 4 percent in the simulations.
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7 The Long-Run Effects of Government Debt

7.1 The Blanchard Model with Age-Dependent Wage In-
come

In most quantitative applications of the Blanchard model, it is usually assumed
that all agents make the same real wage and this real wage grows at the rate of
productivity growth (g). With significant productivity growth, this would imply
a very unrealistic lifetime income profile. For example, Figure 1 produces the
lifetime income profile with the assumption of 3.0 percent productivity growth.
Assuming that individuals expect to live 50 years, this implies that individu-
als who enter the labor force at age 20 can expect to earn 338 percent more
when they reach age 70. Moreover, given that the probability of death in the
Blanchard model is independent of age, this implies that individuals at age 50
also expect to earn 338 percent more when they reach the age of a 100, and so
on. Obviously, if these assumptions had innocuous implications for the results
it would be a small price to pay for analytical tractability. However, as we
will demonstrate below, this is not the case. Figure 1 also shows the path of a
non-linear lifetime earnings profile (with 1.5 percent productivity growth) when
we employ the two exponential functions described in Section 5 (for α1 = 0.06,
α2 = 0.10).46

Source: Authors’ calculations

Figure 1: Life-Time Income Profiles (Income is normalized to 1 at age 20)

These parameters were chosen to approximately replicate the empirical life-

46Here, we depart from Evans’ assumption of 3.0 percent growth in aggregate labor pro-
ductivity. The lower estimate of 1.5 percent is more consistent with what most economists
currently consider a sustainable or steady-state rate of productivity growth. Over the last two
decades, real GDP per worker in the United States has increased, on average, by less than 1
percent annually.
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time income profiles reported by Japelli and Pagano (1990).47 This specification
of lifetime income allows a more realistic estimate for the elasticity of substitu-
tion without imposing negative rates of time preference on the model. Indeed,
to generate the same initial control solution of 4.4 percent for the real interest
rate, the model now requires a rate of time preference of 0.045. Table 1 reports
the results for the same government debt shocks that were considered earlier.
In this case, a reduction in the steady-state government debt from 40 percent
of GDP to zero reduces the real interest rate by 122 basis points. In this case
the long-run crowding-out effects of debt are quite large, reducing the capital
stock by 14.9 percent and the level of output by 5.0 percent. These effects
work to shrink the consumption possibilities frontier of the economy; aggregate
consumption in the steady state is 4.6 percent higher. The model no longer is
consistent with the property of approximate Ricardian equivalence.

Debt-to-GDP Ratio
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Output (in percent) 5.01 3.72 2.46 1.22 0 -1.19 -2.35
Consumption (in percent) 4.62 3.44 2.28 1.13 0 -1.11 -2.19
Capital stock (in percent) 14.99 11.02 7.19 3.53 0 -3.36 -6.57
Real interest rate
(Basis points)

-122 -92 -62 -31 0 31 63

Source: Faruqee, Laxton and Symansky (1996). Authors’ calculations

Table 1: Steady-State Effects of Government Debt in the Standard Life-Cycle
Model Without Liquidity Constraints and IEOS = 1.0. Change from an Initial

Steady State with a Debt-to-GDP Ratio of 40 Percent.

7.2 The Blanchard Model with Liquidity Constraints

Since the seminal work of Hall (1978), there has been an extensive empirical
literature that has provided formal econometric tests of the permanent income
hypothesis. Almost of all this work has confirmed Hall’s contention that the
pure form of the permanent-income hypothesis is not supported by the data.
Most of this empirical literature has typically relied upon liquidity constraints
to explain the excess sensitivity of consumption to changes in disposable in-
come. Estimates of excess sensitivity based upon time series data typically vary

47The simplicity of this functional form makes it difficult to replicate all lifetime income
profiles that one might want to consider, but is meant to approximate the fact that labor
income eventually declines with age. This is a critical assumption for estimating the crowding-
out effects in models that assume a constant probability of death. In fact, it is the hazard of
living in this model that distinguishes it from a true-blue overlapping generations model. In
an earlier version of this paper, one individual suggested that the peak of our lifetime income
profile may come too early. It is possible to shift the peak to the right but would imply
’unrealistic’ tax transfers to the elderly. Figure 2 is meant to illustrate that the effects of
such modifications are small relative to the gross approximation error that is made when it is
assumed that everyone’s wage grows at a constant rate over their entire lifetime.
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between 0.2 and 0.6—see, for example, Campbell and Mankiw (1989), Japelli
and Pagano (1989), and Patterson and Pesaran (1992). Although econometric
tests that have relied upon aggregate time series data have been able to uncover
significant indications of liquidity constraints, they do not tell us what types of
individuals do not have access to credit markets. In a study that relied upon
U.S. household data from the Survey of Consumer Finances, Japelli (1990) finds
that liquidity constraints are much more binding for young individuals than they
are for older individuals.48 Based on this detailed evidence and the aggregate
time-series evidence on excess sensitivity, we assume that 20 percent of the pop-
ulation is liquidity constrained.49 Given our assumptions about lifetime income
profiles, this assumption implies that individuals are liquidity constrained for
about the first 11 years of their working life.43 In this case, the degree of ex-
cess sensitivity in consumption is significantly larger than in the simplest case
when income is not age-dependent. Indeed, with this income profile and our
assumption that 20 percent of the working age population is constrained for the
first 11 years of their working lives, the model generates reduced-form estimates
of excess sensitivity equal to around 0.37. Thus, our combined assumptions
about liquidity constraints and lifetime income profiles are consistent with the
reduced-form estimates of excess sensitivity that are reported in the literature.

Debt-to-GDP Ratio
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Output (in percent) 5.99 4.45 2.95 1.46 0 -1.44 -2.88
Consumption (in percent) 5.52 4.11 2.73 1.36 0 -1.33 -2.68
Capital stock (in percent) 18.08 13.26 8.66 4.25 0 -4.04 -8.02
Real interest rate
(Basis points)

-145 -110 -75 -37 0 38 79

Source: Faruqee, Laxton and Symansky (1996). Authors’ calculations

Table 2: Steady-State Effects of Government Debt in the Standard Life-Cycle
Model With Liquidity Constraints and IEOS = 1.0. Change from an Initial

Steady State with a Debt-to-GDP Ratio of 40 Percent.

Again we reconstruct the baseline solution by computing the rate of time
preference that is consistent with a real interest rate of 4.4 percent. Table 2
reports the effects for the debt shocks considered earlier. Unlike Evans (1991),
adding liquidity-constrained consumers into the model has significant effects on
the comparative statics of the model. In this case, real interest rates are pre-
dicted to fall by 145 basis points if government debt was completely eliminated

48Furthermore, this result is confirmed by one of his other findings that shows that ac-
cessibility to credit markets is positively related to the level of financial wealth. This result
seems quite plausible since, by definition, older individuals have had more time to accumulate
financial wealth.

49It is important to note that credit restrictions in the U.S. are probably less severe than
in other countries. The model under consideration is meant to represent the world economy.
For evidence on the severity of liquidity constraints across countries see Haque and Montiel
(1987).
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in all of the OECD countries.

7.3 Departure from Log Utility

One might expect that these results are sensitive to certain assumptions that
have been used to calibrate the model. There is considerable empirical evidence
that suggests that consumption is much less responsive to changes in the real
interest rate than what is implied by the assumption of logarithmic utility.
For example, in a survey paper Blundell (1989) argues that the elasticity of
consumption is likely to be less than 0.5. Although there is obvious uncertainty
around any estimate of this elasticity, our own reading of the literature suggests
that a more reasonable range would be centered around 0.3 instead of one. In
any event, in order to understand the importance of this assumption it is useful
to consider a steady-state consumption function where we allow for a broader
range of elasticities of substitution across consumption in different periods. The
case of logarithmic utility can be easily generalized to allow for a utility function
of the constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) class:

U(c(s, t)) =
c(s, t)1−σ

1− σ
(7.3.1)

where σ−1 is the (intertemporal) elasticity of substitution (σ = 1 for log utility).
Intuitively, the degree of crowding out should depend on the sensitivity of

consumption to changes in the real interest rate. If a part of government debt is
viewed as net wealth, because consumers excessively discount future tax liabili-
ties, there will be a tendency to ’overconsume’ and this will require an increase
in the real interest rate to re-establish a new steady-state equilibrium. On the
other hand, if consumption is very sensitive to changes in the real interest rate,
only a small change in the real interest rate will be required.

In the case where the elasticity of substitution is less than one, there are
two offsetting effects on consumption. An increase in the real interest still has
enormous effects on human wealth but this effect is offset by an increase in the
marginal propensity to consume.

Debt-to-GDP Ratio
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Output (in percent) 6.99 5.20 3.47 1.74 0 -1.74 -3.49
Consumption (in percent) 6.43 4.82 3.22 1.61 0 -1.62 -3.27
Capital stock (in percent) 21.17 15.58 10.24 5.04 0 -4.90 -9.66
Real interest rate
(Basis points)

-173 -133 -90 -46 0 49 101

Source: Faruqee, Laxton and Symansky (1996). Authors’ calculations

Table 3: Steady-State Effects of Government Debt in the Standard Life-Cycle
Model With Liquidity Constraints and IEOS = 0.8. Change from an Initial

Steady State with a Debt-to-GDP Ratio of 40 Percent.
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Debt-to-GDP Ratio
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Output (in percent) 8.45 6.41 4.32 2.18 0 -2.24 -4.54
Consumption (in percent) 7.83 5.94 4.01 2.03 0 -2.09 -4.26
Capital stock (in percent) 26.11 19.41 12.83 6.36 0 -6.27 -12.45
Real interest rate
(Basis points)

-213 -165 -115 -59 0 65 137

Source: Faruqee, Laxton and Symansky (1996). Authors’ calculations

Table 4: Steady-State Effects of Government Debt in the Standard Life-Cycle
Model With Liquidity Constraints and IEOS = 0.6. Change from an Initial

Steady State with a Debt-to-GDP Ratio of 40 Percent.

8 Concluding Remarks

The distinction between the dynastic and life-cycle paradigm is a quantitatively
important one, in terms of its implications for fiscal policy. In the simple Blan-
chard model, overlapping generations of otherwise identical (or representative)
agents characterize a world inhabited by dynastic households—a world where
the interest rate effects of government debt are close to zero. Adding a life-
cycle dimension to the analysis through age-earnings profiles is a necessary (but
not sufficient) condition for generating significant real effects of public debt.
Coupled with a low elasticity of intertermporal substitution, life-cycle consid-
erations can generate economically meaningful debt non-neutralities in a closed
economy. The fiscal implications are even more disparate in the presence of
economic growth. In a small open economy that can borrow or lend freely at
a fixed world rate of interest, the effects of government debt on net external
assets are sizable with either dynastic or life-cycle saving. With the perfectly
elastic supply of foreign saving, the effects of deficit finance on national saving
are magnified in both instances, though the economic impact is still larger in
the case of life-cycle saving. These results highlight the important role that
behavioral and parametric assumptions play in the conduct of policy analysis.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Appendix I: The Basic Model

Consumer’s Problem
To guard against the uncertainty of lifetimes or lineage, agents contract with

insurance companies to receive (or make) payments contingent upon their death.
To hedge against dying or dying without heirs unexpectedly, households agree
to have all of their net wealth-which may be positive or negative-turned over
to the insurance firm at the time of their death, in return for flow transfers at
rate p while alive. Specifically, survivors with net wealth w(s, t) receive pw(s, t)
from the insurance company.50

Hence, the dynamic budget constraint facing each consumer or household
can be written as: ẇ(s, t) = [r(t)+p]w(s, t)+y(s, t)− τ(s, t)− c(s, t).51 Subject
to this constraint, permanent-income consumers maximize expected utility over
their lifetimes:

maxEt

∫ ∞

t

log[c(s, z)e−θ (z−t)]dz =

∫ ∞

t

log[c(s, z)e−(θ+p)(z−t)]dz; s < i(t), c(s, z)

(9.1.1)
where Et[.] represents (rational) expectations conditional on the information
set at time t, and θ is the rate of time preference. Note that the uncertainty of
lifetimes, and hence uncertainty about future consumption, raises the effective
discount rate. Utility is assumed to be logarithmic for convenience.52 Solving
this dynamic optimization problem facing permanent-income consumers (with
log utility), we derive the consumption function for these individuals given in
the text.53

Investment and the Firm’s Problem
We consider the behavior of the firm. Assuming price-taking (infinitely-

lived) firms maximize the present value of the cash flows and face (convex) in-
stallation costs of investment, the representative firm employs labor and chooses
investment in order to maximize:

max

∫ ∞

t

[F (K(z), L(z))− w(z)L(z)− I(z)−A(I(z))]e−r(z−t)]dz (9.1.2)

50This is the zero profit condition for the perfectly-competitive insurance industry. Insur-
ance firms pay pw(s, t) to surviving member of cohort s and inherit estates worth w(s, t) from
the proportionp ofthat cohort who die at time t. See Yaari (1965).

51Leaving aside the depreciation of capital assets.
52Under the general class of CRRA utility the marginal propensity to consume (mpc) out of

wealth depends on the interest rate: c(s, t) = △−1[w(s, t) + h(s, t)], where the inverse of mpc
△̇ evolves according to: △̇ = [(1− 1

σ
)r(t) + p+ θ

σ
]△− 1 and where σ−1 is the intertemporal

elasticity of substitution. With log utility, σ = 1 and △̇ = 0
53In deriving consumption, a transversality (no-Ponzi game) condition on wealth is imposed,

preventing agents from accumulating debt indefinitely at a rate higher than the effective rate
of interest: limz→∞ w(s, z)e−(r+p) = 0
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L(z), I(z)

Note that cash flows for the firm derive from revenues less labor costs, gross
investment I, and adjustment or installation costs of capital A(.)-the last two
terms comprising total investment expenditure I. With costly adjustment of
capital, greater investment expenditure (I + A) is required for a given incre-
mental increase in the capital stock (net of depreciation). It is assumed that
installation costs are of the form:54 A(I,K) = 1

2 (
I
K − δ)2K

Solving the optimal control problem defined in (A1) given the transition
equation for capital (state variable), one can express the optimal investment
decision in terms of the shadow price of capital q (co-state variable) as shown
in Table 5, where q measures the value of an additional unit of installed capital
(i.e., ”marginal q” given the price of capital goods), and evolves according the
dynamic equation (7) in Table 5.55 As for the employment decision, with no
population growth, L is normalized to unity. Hence, the first order (optimality)
condition for employment equates the marginal product of labor with the real
wage or labor income Y (given inelastic labor supply): f(K)− f ′(K)K = Y .

9.2 Appendix II: Further Extensions: Liquidity Constraints

The overlapping generations framework can be further extended to consider the
case where capital market imperfections preclude some agents from borrowing
against their future income. In particular, it is assumed that younger genera-
tions who have little or no financial wealth are initially denied access to credit
markets and, hence, are left to consume out of current resources.56 Specifically,
we define i(t) as the index denoting the oldest generation still credit-rationed at
time t. Assuming that a generation graduates out of the pool just as another
is born into it, the fixed proportion λ of liquidity-constrained individuals in the
economy is given by:∫ t

i(t)

pe−p(t−s)ds = 1− e−p(t−i(t)) = λ;
di(t)

dt
= 1 (9.2.1)

For these current-income consumers belonging to generations s > i(t), their
consumption is constrained by current disposable income: c(s, t) = y(s, t) −
τ(s, t), where y(s, t), c(s, t) and τ(s, t) are labor income, consumption, and
taxes for generation s at time t.

Consequently, overall consumption is characterized by the behavior of both
permanent- and current-income consumers. Leaving aside life-cycle income mo-
mentarily, aggregate consumption can be written compactly as:

C = (θ + p)[W + (1− λ)H] + λ[Y − T ] = Cp + Cc (9.2.2)

54See Lucas (1967) or Treadway (1969)
55See Abel (1990) or Hayashi (1982) for a discussion of neoclassical investment theory and

the q-theory of investment from Tobin (1969).
56A common explanation for the presence o f borrowing constraints involves agency problems

(moral hazard and adverse selection) in credit markets stemming from collateral issues or
asymmetric information. See Buiter (1994) or Stiglitz and Weiss (1991)
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Agents with the ability to borrow choose their consumption (Cp) based
on permanent income as before, which consists of financial wealth and human
wealth H. Meanwhile, agents who face borrowing constraints have their con-
sumption (Cc) constrained by current disposable income, where Y is labor in-
come and T is lump-sum taxes. The parameter represents the proportion of
households in the latter category, and total consumption is simply the sum o f
consumption by permanent-income and current-income consumers.

In equation (A4), λ can be interpreted as the degree of excess sensitivity of
consumption to current disposable income compared to the case where every
agent behaves according to the permanent income hypothesis. Note from the
equation that permanent-income consumers who make up 1− λ of the popula-
tion, own 1− λ of the human wealth but hold all of the financial wealth in the
economy. This follows since every individual is born without assets and newer
generations do not save initially while they are credit-rationed.

Finally, in the presence of age-dependent income (and taxes) as seen in
equation (2), aggregate consumption can be summarized as follows:

C = (θ+p)[W+β(1−λ1)H1+(1−β)(1−λ2)H2]+(βλ1+(1−β)λ2)[Y−T ] (9.2.3)

With generation-specific income, the excess sensitivity of consumption to
income now depends on the relative share of aggregate disposable income held
by current-income consumers-seen by the coefficient βλ1 + (1 − β)λ2 - rather
than the proportion of liquidity- constrained consumers in the population.

9.3 Appendix III: Population and Productivity Growth

The basic model can be further extended to the case of population and pro-
ductivity growth.57 In the case of a growing population, the rate of population
growth n is equal to the difference between the birth and death rates: n = b−p.
The size of the total ”population” at each moment in time is given byN(t) = ent,
where N(0) is normalized to unity. In the case of dynasties, N would represent
the number of dynastic families; if the number of members within these family
were constant then the total population would be proportional to the number of
dynasties. In terms of specific cohorts, the number of individuals (or dynasties)
born as part of cohort s is a proportion of the contemporaneous population
given by N(s, s) = bN(s), and the number of these individuals surviving at
time t (t ≥ s) is given N(s, t) = bN(s)e−p(t−s). Hence, the population at time t
can also be expressed as the sum of surviving individuals from all generations:
N(t) =

∫ t

−∞ bN(s)e−p(t−s)ds = ent.58

57See also Buiter (1988)
58More generally, with time-varying birth and death rates (demographic shocks), the pop-

ulation level would reflect the past accumulation of these shocks to population growth n(t):

N(t) = e
∫ t
0 (b(v)−p(v))dv where the population at time zero is again normalized to unity. In

what follows, we assume that birth and death rates are constant but unequal.
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Similarly, we can introduce long-run growth in productivity. Assuming
(Harrod-neutral) labor-augmenting technical change, labor productivity is as-
sumed to grow at a constant rate µ. In other words, labor input L, measured
in efficiency units, depends on both the number of workers and the efficiency
of each worker: L(t) = N(t)eµt. In the case where N represents the number of
dynasties (rather than individuals), the labor force would be proportional to the
number of these households. As with the population, the level of productivity
at t = O is set equal to unity.

For n or µ > 0, we normalize aggregate variables (denoted by lowercase)59 in
terms of labor, measured in efficiency units: x(t) ≡ X(t)/L(t) = X(t)e−(n+µ)t.
Based on this renormalization, the revised equations for the closed economy
model under our dynastic assumption with population and productivity growth
and liquidity constraints is summarized in Table 8. Note that since the de-
nominator implicit in the time derivatives is growing at rate n+ µ, this growth
factor must be accounted for on the right hand side of the dynamic equations.
So for example, if government debt were to increase in terms of efficiency units
of labor, it must more than keep pace with the growth of productivity and the
population (i.e., scale effect).

In the case of human wealth, the dynamic equation in the table reflects fur-
ther modifications which are needed in the case of population growth. Specif-
ically, the aggregate dynamics of absolute human wealth (without life-cycle
income) with population growth must be revised:

Ḣ = [r + n+ p]H − [Y − T ] (9.3.1)

The instantaneous change in human wealth now also includes the rate of
population growth (previously, n = O). This reflects the fact that new additions
of agents to the overall population contribute to the present value of aggregate
labor income. Expressing this transition equation in labor efficiency units then
yields the dynamic equation in Table 8.

In the case of overlapping generations with life-cycle income, further substan-
tive modifications are also needed in the case of population growth. Specifically,
to ensure adding up, individual labor income are now expressed as function of
aggregate labor income per capita:

y(s, t) = [a1e
−α1(t−s) + a2e

−α2(t−s)]
Y (t)

e

−nt

;
a1b

α1 + b
+

a2b

α2 + b
= 1 (9.3.2)

The second part of this expression reflects the adding-up restriction on the
parameters in terms of the birth rate (rather than death rate) so that individual
incomes sum to aggregate income; the earlier example in the text showed the
simpler case where b = p (i.e., stationary population). The dynamic equations

59Lowercase variables with a time and generation index refer to individual measures whereas
lowercase variables with only a time argument reflect per capita measures (in units of labor
efficiency).
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for human wealth (in labor efficiency units) under life-cycle income are derived
analogously as before:

h = βh1 + (1− β)h2 (9.3.3)

ḣ1 = [r + p+ α1 − µ]h1 − [y − τ ] (9.3.4)

ḣ2 = [r + p+ α2 − µ]h2 − [y − τ ] (9.3.5)

These equations would replace the dynamics for human wealth shown in
Table 8 in the life cycle case. Finally, (normalized) consumption with life-cycle
income and liquidity constraints would also be modified accordingly as follows:

c = (θ+p)[w+β(1−λ1)h1+(1−β)(1−λ2)h2]+(βλ1+(1−β)λ2)(y−τ) (9.3.6)
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10 Figures and Tables

Table 5: Small Open Economy Model with Dynastic Households: Behavioral
Equations and Laws of Motions (Discrete Time)

Ct = (θ + p)[Wt +Ht], (10.0.1)

Wt = Kt−1 +Bt + Ft (10.0.2)

It = [qt − 1 + δ]Kt−1 (10.0.3)

Kt −Kt−1 = It − δKt−1 (10.0.4)

Bt −Bt−1 = rBt +Gt − Tt (10.0.5)

Ft − Ft−1 = rFt + f(Kt−1)− Ct −Gt − [It +At] (10.0.6)

Ht+1 −Ht = [r + p]Ht − [Yt − Tt] (10.0.7)

qt+1 − qt = (r + δ)qt − f ′(Kt−1)−
It

Kt−1
[qt − 1] +

1

2
[qt − 1]2 (10.0.8)

Table 6: Closed Economy Model of Saving and Investment: Behavioral Equa-
tions and Laws of Motions (Discrete Time)

Ct = (θ + p)[Wt +Ht], (10.0.9)

Wt = Kt−1 +Bt (10.0.10)

It = [qt − 1 + δ]Kt−1 (10.0.11)

Kt −Kt−1 = f(Kt−1)− Ct −Gt −At − δKt−1 (10.0.12)

Bt −Bt−1 = rtBt +Gt − Tt (10.0.13)

Ht+1 −Ht = [rt + p]Ht − [Yt − Tt] (10.0.14)

qt+1 − qt = (rt + δ − It
Kt−1

)[qt − 1] +
1

2
[qt − 1]2 (10.0.15)
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Table 7: Relative Income Profiles - Non-linear Least Squares Estimates

A * (**) indicates significance at the 5 (1) percent level; entries in italics denote
parameter values that were imposed (or redundant) in the conditional estimates.
For example, the first k− 1 exponents are estimated directly, but the k-th term
is determined implicitly from the adding-up restriction.
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Figure 2: Age-Earnings Distributions United States, 1980-1995
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Figure 3: Steady-State Profiles and Simulations

(a) Steady-State Income and Consumption Profiles with
Dynastic Households

(b) Steady-State Wealth Profiles with Dynastic House-
holds

(c) Steady-State Income and Consumption Profiles with
Life-Cycle Income (d) Steady-State Wealth Profiles with Life-Cycle Income
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Figure 4: Closed Economy Results

(a) Steady-State Effects of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Dynastic Households

(b) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Life-Cycle Income

(c) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Dynastic Households

(d) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Life-Cycle Income

(e) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Life-Cycle Income

(f) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock
Closed Economy with Life-Cycle Income
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Figure 5: Small Open Economy Results

(a) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock Small
Open Economy with Dynastic Households

(b) Steady-State Effect of a Fiscal Debt Shock Small
Open Economy with Life-Cycle Income
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Table 8: Extended Model with Liquidity Constraints and Population Produc-
tivity Growth (Discrete Time)

Ct = (θ + p)[Wt + (1−)Ht] + λ[Yt − Tt], (10.0.16)

Wt = Kt−1 +Bt (10.0.17)

It = [qt − 1 + δ + n+ µ]Kt−1 (10.0.18)

Kt −Kt−1 = f(Kt−1)− Ct −Gt −At − [δ + n+ µ]Kt−1 (10.0.19)

Bt −Bt−1 = [rt − n− µ]Bt +Gt − Tt (10.0.20)

Ht+1 −Ht = [rt + p− µ]Ht − [Yt − Tt] (10.0.21)

qt+1 − qt = (rt + δ − It
Kt−1

)[qt − 1] +
1

2
[qt − 1]2 (10.0.22)

rt = f ′(kt−1)− δ (10.0.23)
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